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Our quality managementsystems:

Full LPG logistical services

INTRODUCTION

CYLINDER FILLING & DISTRIBUTION

The Central-European Gasterminal Co. (KEG Nyrt.) is the youngest
gas trader of Hungary. Taking advantage of the geographical features
the gasterminal wishes to decrease the expenses of logistics (storing
and transporting) in order to change positively the competitiveness
of liquid propane-butane gas (LPG) in the competition of the energy
carriers.

Our corporation started selling LP gas-cylinders in 2001. Since
then our network of dealers selling gas cylinders has grown into
a nationwide network. Among our partners who use our products
in the ﬁeld of industry, agriculture or engineering such references
can be found like Hídépítõ Zrt (Bridge-builder Co.) and the Inreco
Hungary Ltd. We can offer any type of gas-cylinders that can be
found in Hungary (11,5 kg aluminium household cylinder, 23 kg
aluminium household cylinder and the 11 kg motoric gas-cylinder
for fork-lifts). Beside the traditional gas-cylinder types our company
is the only one in Hungary which sells 5, 11 and 45 kg steel, nonexplosive gas-cylinders equipped with safety valves that have had
EU quality certiﬁcate for 10 years. Within the type of fork-lift gas we
can also offer cylinders with quick connection and threaded steel or
aluminium cylinders to our customers.

Beside this goal our experts help the market with numerous
innovations in order to increase safety and to extend the circle of
consumers. The main target of the Central-European Gasterminal
Co. is to ensure the Hungarian comsumers’ security of gas supply
and it also builds up connections with the surrounding countries.
Our company has development plans for years ahead, which makes
it possible to broaden our place in the market. Beside building 4 x
4000 m3 underground „cigars” this plan is helped also by the ﬁrst
Hungarian LPG harbour on the Danube and the project of storing
gas underground, which is a novelty in the region.
The results of our enterprise speak for themselves. The products
with safety valves belongig to the Stafétagáz® product family (5 kg,
11 kg, 45kg) have been acknowledged twice as great innovations and
sold with the recommendation of the National Disaster Protection
Management.
At present the storing capacity of our terminal is about 5000 m3
which we expand intensively. Our industrial railway track branching
off from the Wien-Budapest railway line is capable of receiving the
most modern carriages and long trains.

Filling up our cylinders has been done in our factory in Dunaalmás
since 2002 in accordance with the safety regulations and the ISO
quality system. The quality of our LPG meets the regulations of MSZEN 1601 standard.

BULK BUSINESS
We supply numerous industrial and household customers with
our heating-gas services in containers. We have contracts with
bakeries, metal-cutter factories, agricultural crop transporters and
asphalt mixer factories. We also provide car gas service nationwide.
The quality of car gas meets the MSZ-EN 586 standard. For request
we can design, authorize, install, maintain and periodicly supervise
systems with containers. For our contractors we also do wage
storing as a new service.

LPG LOGISTICAL CENTER
The KEG Nyrt. can provide a full logistic service for its partners in
the region since its location is geographically favourable and the
Danube is very close. We also have railway capacity, our technology
is capable of receiving European and Russian trains. With our
container trucks we are able to carry LPG anywhere in the country,
and servicing the neighbours.

Central-European Gasterminal Co.
energie & LPG logistical center

As a future we can develop the „cigar”-park with an other 3 units
(each 4000 m3) with ADR port and underground storage which
increase the nation’s security of gas supply. LPG arriving on water
expands the possibilities for import and makes purchasing cost
effective.

